
                                                   Coastal Pet Resort Boarding Contract- Online Printable 

Name:  

Pet:                                Dates Boarding:  

Boarding Instructions: 

Feeding (if bringing own food, please pre-package in individual portion bags:  

Will pet be receiving Playtime? Yes/No   

Will dog be attending Daycare (must have been pre-assessed? Yes/No 

Will pet receive go -home bath or grooming? Yes/No 

Are there any meds (medications must be in original bottles and clearly labeled)? Yes/No 

Pets Care: 

We do offer a discount for pets boarding together. These pets must be from the same household and should be accustomed to one another. It 
is important to remember that even pets that live together are able to leave the room and obtain breaks from each other, while pets that are 
boarding together are confined to their kennel suite. 

If pets that are boarding together cause noticeable injuries, or are exhibiting behavior that leads staff to believe an injury may occur, they will 
be separated.  If this occurs, we will reach out to the client, and any emergency contacts.  We will move the pets to the most economical option 
available at the time.  The owner will assume all financial liability for these increased charges. 

All pets are provided with cots or bedding during their stay. Please do not bring personal beds. Pets boarding with us will have their collars 
removed due to safety concerns, and stored with their belongings.  We will not be held responsible for items lost or damaged while in our care.  

Vaccinations and Overall Health: 

We require proof of vaccinations in order to board at Coastal Pet Resort.  This includes; Rabies, DAPP, CIV, Leptospirosis, FVRCP (cats only). A 
fecal check (dog and cat) and Bordetella (dog only) needs to be current within the last six months.  If pets arrive without written proof of 
vaccinations, they will be given the option of having the services provided by our Hospital staff.  All charges incurred as a result of this, are the 
responsibility of the owner. 

In instances where internal or external parasites are present, the pet will be treated by our Hospital staff, and all charges will be the 
responsibility of the owner.  Pets may experience ‘stress colitis’ while boarding.  When this occurs, mild cases are treated in-house with an oral 
antibiotic.  We will contact the owner if symptoms persist, and further treatment or diagnostics are required. 

Our veterinarians are on call for advice/treatment for minor issues. Should a major emergency occur, our doctors will be notified (as well as the 
client). If extensive treatment/monitoring is required, the pet may be referred to Emergency and Critical Care Hospital at our doctors discretion 
and at the owner's cost. 

By boarding your pet at Coastal Veterinary Hospital, you authorize us to take and reproduce your pet’s image for social media and marketing 
purposes.  If you would like to opt out of this, please initial here: _____________________________________________ 

Your emergency contacts: 

_______________________________________________ and/or  _________________________________________________________ 

In case of a medical emergency, we will try to contact _________________________________.  If we are unable to reach you, we will 
attempt to contact your given emergency contacts.  If we cannot reach anyone, how much do you authorize us to spend towards the care of 
your pet (or write any)? _____________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________  *Date: ______________________________________ 

Owner, (first name ,last name)                                                 *Contract Valid for One Year from this Date* 

 


